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Environmental Change, Strategic Foresight, and Impacts on Military Power

CHAD M. BRIGGS

Redefining the Environment for Scenario Planning

After 20 years, a clear definition of environmental security has yet to be adopted at critical policy levels. Since 1989, researchers have argued that security cannot be understood well without taking environmental factors into account, and that future environmental changes will create new security risks and potential for conflict. The surge in interest during the post-Cold War 1990s was more a reaction to specific historical events than actual security, as environmental issues had long been intertwined with security risks and military operations. Environmental factors have always been crucial, but planners have often assumed the consistency of environmental conditions without question. The environment was always perceived as something external and constant, and while environmental damage may result from military preparations and operations, strategic interests were hardly threatened.

The last few years have witnessed a new form of environmental security discussion in which global changes present unique risks to stability and operations and new methods are being developed to assess these risks. The military community can play a key role in such strategic scenario planning, and in developing early warning systems for energy and environmental insecurity. Rather than take a simplistic view of environmental and conflictual dynamics, military planners are qualified to assess complex and uncertain risks, but, in so doing, they are required to engage with a larger community of researchers and scientists. This article will define the nature of environmental
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risks as understood by scientific data, illustrate how environmental changes pose risks to both operations and strategic interests, and recommend how to integrate environmental risks with strategic scenario planning.

Environmental security is presently understood based on definitions from the 1990s, where emphasis was often placed on resource scarcity leading to violent conflicts in developing countries. Environmental security is still largely based on “realist” theories of political science, which posit that states are the primary actors and units of analysis in the international world, and violence is a primary expression of power. The basic argument is that increasingly scarce resources cause competition and conflict and will ultimately result in violence between or, perhaps, within states. These arguments were led by Thomas Homer-Dixon and were popularized in 1994 by Robert Kaplan in an influential article predicting chaos and violence in Africa.²

Kaplan’s mistake, and that of most environmental security researchers in the 1990s, was in conceiving environmental change and degradation as merely local issues in less developed regions. Local populations tended to be blamed for resource scarcity and violence in their own regions, an overly simplistic characterization that failed to encapsulate the complexity of both historical violence and environmental dynamics, including global trade patterns.³ Researchers in the 1990s failed to substantiate claims of a resource scarcity-conflict link. Although environmental factors could be key factors in conflict, the conflicts themselves could never be reduced to a single, rational cause like deforestation. The scarcity-conflict theories also tended to overstate the direct link between environment and violent conflict, while ignoring crucial, intermediary relationships.⁴ When applied to less developed regions, areas of existing violence, therefore, gained more attention than areas that may be more vulnerable to environmental changes, even if the violence had little to do with environmental factors.⁵

The resurgence of interest in environmental security risks, particularly climate change impacts on the military, was most visibly illustrated in a Center for Naval Analysis (CNA) 2007 report, *National Security and the Threat of Climate Change*, signed by 12 former 3- and 4-star US military officers.⁶ In 2008, Thomas Fingar testified to Congress that environmental changes were a serious national security concern, a view echoed by other officials such as General Richard Engle and Senators John Kerry and John Warner.⁷ By 2010, the Department of Defense had included energy and environmental change issues in its *Quadrennial Defense Review* (QDR); yet, there remained some confusion over what “environmental security” meant and how to measure it.⁸ At the same time, the expertise for effective foresight and warning lay across various international agencies, with little
concerted effort to build foresight capacity. The following portions of this article communicate some of the crucial lessons already learned from the security community on environmental issues, and what more is needed to provide adequate early warning of security risks, beginning with applications for scenario planning.

The Scenario Process

Scenario planning, or advanced long-term contingency planning, was codified after World War II by experts closely associated with the RAND Corporation, a think tank that had roots in the US Army Air Forces. Scenarios were used as a way of systematically wargaming future events, in an attempt to identify vulnerabilities in defense systems and doctrines well in advance of any conflict. The background assumptions (appropriately referred to as the “environment”) for scenarios tended to be static, allowing situational changes without complicating the picture too much. Yet by the 1970s, certain strategists and futurists argued that environmental conditions could, themselves, change. Should this happen while planning remained locked in earlier assumptions, the planning could create new vulnerabilities to the changing conditions. Pierre Wack, who led the now-famous scenario planning group at Shell Oil in the 1970s, pointed out that global changes in oil demand and supply were entirely possible in the future. Rather than continue to invest in new infrastructure, Wack argued that Shell executives should take actions to allow the company to adapt in the event supplies fall; he worked with the company to explore how the future might be significantly different from the past. Once the OPEC-led oil embargo hit in 1973, Shell was one of the few companies able to navigate the crisis successfully.

The scenarios at Shell Oil required new scenario methods and ways of thinking; similar efforts have already been made to adjust security foresight methods for changing natural environments. The US Department of Energy’s (DOE) Global Energy and Environment Strategic Ecosystem (Global EESE) program developed a multilayered scenario process to provide early warning of energy and environmentally-related instability. The associated risk assessments required scalability of global environmental data from regional to global security issues. The architecture was also designed to be modestly funded, leveraging outside expertise rather than relying entirely on in-house experts. The system developed at DOE was meant to provide early warning of potential instabilities at home and abroad, identifying key uncertainties and areas where more monitoring would be needed in order to avoid strategic surprises. This required identifying key
vulnerabilities in energy and environmental systems by translating scientific data into security risks.

**Vulnerability and Risk**

Translating the scientific data concerning potential, abrupt environmental changes and security impacts can result in a rather complex risk assessment. It is not enough simply to claim that changing environmental conditions will increase existing security concerns (a common interpretation of the term “threat multiplier”), rather such an assessment may create new security risks where none existed before. Vulnerability is a characteristic of a system in which change results in disproportionate impacts or dislocations, and where the system (political, ecological, or economic) is unable to adapt to the changes. While some vulnerabilities are obvious, many are only exposed after significant damage has already been done. Regions are unique geographically, socially, politically, and economically. Past research on disasters has revealed and defined key components of a vulnerable system.\(^{14}\)

The first component of vulnerability is the basic risk of exposure; natural events occur more often in some places than others. Less visible is the component of resilience, or how well a system or society can recover following a major event. Resilient systems are those with resources and backups to use in case certain parts of the system fail. In technical terms, these are scale-free networks where random removal of any node does not threaten stability of the whole. Expressed in terms of a society, resilience consists of available resources to rebuild and, even more importantly, healthy relationships between people in the society so that rebuilding efforts are equitable. Vulnerable systems may also exhibit sensitivity, or the distance from which a system is moved or reconfigured during a given event. Sensitive ecosystems, for example, are those that are damaged more easily by a smaller rise in temperature. Finally, there is the component of fragility, or the amount of stress a system can endure before it ceases to act as the same society, ecosystem, or economy. The system may fall to a lower level of stability, where its essential character has changed permanently. Taken together, these measures of vulnerability can be mapped to indicate where potential environmental changes will have the greatest impact on stability.\(^{15}\) Following are examples that illustrate how this process can take advantage of uncertainty rather than attempting to avoid it, beginning with research that describes how global environmental systems are far more vulnerable to change than was previously believed.

The reason for the resurgence of interest in environmental security is not merely one of media or public perception. Scientific research on climate
change has accelerated greatly since the 1990s, and data now includes mounting evidence that environmental systems are far more sensitive and chaotic than had previously been understood. Earlier Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports were replete with linear graphs showing gradual but modest rises in atmospheric temperatures well into the twenty-first century, with relatively little summary discussion of significant changes in other environmental systems. According to these earlier assessments, climate change was a mild, long-term concern and had little place in security discussions. By the release of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007 (AR4), this had changed. The data used in AR4 was only as recent as 2002 or 2003; and the IPCC typically publishes fairly conservative predictions. IPCC’s worse-case scenarios for emissions of greenhouse gases and physical changes, such as Arctic summer sea ice or Greenland ice sheet melt, were surpassed soon after publication.

Despite IPCC scenarios’ proliferation of knowledge and conservatism, environmental and climate security assessments have invariably drawn their climate data from the AR4 summaries. In an attempt to reduce scientific uncertainty as much as possible, this reliance led to several potentially misleading assumptions or blinkered views of environmental change. Analyses have, therefore, made dubious assumptions that suggest environmental change is not a pressing issue for the military services and reactive policies are the options available. A number of these fallacies are worth dispelling.

- Climate changes are not limited to increasing air temperature; the atmosphere only contains a minor percentage of the total energy absorbed by the sun.
- Changes will not be gradual or fairly “smooth” (i.e., equal around the world). Even a small change in air or water temperature can have an enormous impact on systems.
- A climate model projection average result is not a prediction. Risk is a function of variability; we cannot understand security challenges simply by projecting the present into the future.
- Environmental vulnerabilities exist in developing and industrial countries. A focus primarily on other regions can lead to unpleasant surprises at home.

The emphasis on air temperature in climate change is not only understandable in terms of everyday experience but also historic biases in climate research that, while necessary at the time, now partly obscure the true nature of climate systems. The most reliable climate change records came from air temperature trapped in Arctic ice in Greenland and Antarctica. Since their discovery, researchers of greenhouse gas climate change have focused on air
temperature. The greenhouse effect, however, is a process of trapping energy, only part of which can be stored in the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{19} Thus, climate changes may refer not only to air temperature but also environmental changes such as drought, floods, storms, shifting ecosystems, or changing ocean currents. These environmental changes are also closely interrelated, and significant impacts may result from multiple, marginal changes, rather than extreme shifts in a particular system.\textsuperscript{20}

When considering pressures that impact critical vulnerabilities, there is a tendency to focus on “most likely” outcomes, believing that risk is only composed of impact multiplied by probability. In the case of energy and environmental security, however, discussions of probabilities are often linked to either past environmental conditions or median projections of potential changes. Past conditions are poor predictors of future events, especially when what scientists refer to as boundary conditions, or the rules of the game, have changed. Climate scientists who input more data into models may find the variability in their results increases as the model is refined, increasing uncertainty. In other words, rather than saying global sea levels may rise between 190 and 590 millimeters by 2100, we now find it may rise between 1 and 5 meters, an order of magnitude difference and a much greater absolute variance.\textsuperscript{21} This uncertainty is a component of risk.\textsuperscript{22} Rather than concentrating on known events and risks, planners need to be aware of when environmental conditions may adversely affect operational and strategic security.

**Stability Operations and Infrastructure**

Effective planning requires consideration of not only where instability may exist but also how environmental changes may impact security operations, domestic resources, and infrastructure. Existing stability operations can be affected in the short- and long-term. In the short-term, military operations can have severe environmental consequences on the very areas authorities are trying to protect. Water or air pollution from garbage disposal, for example, can pose risks to local populations and create new environmental risks for deployed troops. To protect deployed forces, medical intelligence needs to consider existing and evolving environmental conditions, which may require rapid environmental assessment techniques presently being developed.\textsuperscript{22} Even simple environmental risks, however, can create enormous problems for logistical planning. If adequate drinking water is not available, bottled water has to be trucked or flown in at enormous cost, or reconstruction teams are required to invest large amounts of money to rebuild infrastructure. In Iraq and Afghanistan, the US Army spends nearly one-third of in-theater
costs just on transporting water, raising the cost of water to between $15 and $30 a gallon. Knowledge of environmental conditions is key to reducing troop exposure to risks and prioritizing resources.

More problematic are the uses of environment as a weapon in conflict. Directly targeting environmental resources is a common tactic during conflicts. It is a measure that decreases an opponent’s ability to sustain or rebuild capabilities following a conflict. This resilience targeting is illegal under the auspices of international law but remains extremely common in violent conflicts. Destruction of livestock, deliberate pollution of water, laying of landmines in agricultural lands, and damaging green infrastructure (e.g., water purification plants and sewage treatment facilities) reduce food security and greatly increase environmental hazards through reduced resilience and increased exposure. Insurgencies in operational areas are often closely related to environmental conditions. Destruction of basic environmental goods such as fresh water, energy, and sewers can serve to delegitimize authorities. According to a US Army study in the Sadr City section of Baghdad, insurgency support was highest where potable water and working sewers were unavailable much of the time. Not coincidentally, insurgents targeted water and energy infrastructure as a way to undercut support for the Iraqi government and allied forces. This same infrastructure had decayed due to a combination of damage from military actions in 1991 and 2003 and under-investment during intervening years. This increased, postconflict vulnerability of areas later occupied by Coalition Forces. Had such knowledge been effectively communicated and integrated into post-conflict planning, stabilization of certain areas may have been more rapidly and effectively achieved.

Environmental changes can also shift where operations are likely to occur, regardless of political stability. Changes in the Arctic provide the most visible example of environmental shifts to large-scale operational security and responsibilities. Maritime vessels were long unable to operate in the Arctic, save for icebreakers and nuclear submarines; the rapid retreat of Arctic sea ice now has allowed summer operations through the Northwest Passage. The operation of commercial vessels in this region raises not only territorial issues of sovereignty and resource rights but also practical demands upon forces to patrol and police such waters. Highly sensitive Arctic ecosystems and insufficient resources to patrol such a vast and climatologically difficult region increase vulnerabilities to both commercial and...
environmental disasters. Similar budget pressures for Arctic patrols are also being felt in Canada, Norway, Russia, and Denmark.

Less visible, perhaps, are environmental changes that directly impact the operations of military facilities and infrastructure. A number of US airbases lie close to sea level. Any rise in sea levels or increase in the severity of tropical storms might inundate and damage these facilities. Those airbases nearest waterways may possibly be exposed to higher levels or incidences of flooding in the future. The Pacific island of Diego Garcia is a crucial forward base for operations in Asia and the Middle East. Yet, it lies only a few feet above sea level. So too are many bases and facilities along the US East and Gulf Coasts, such as Patrick Air Force Base. Even marginal rises in sea levels combined with storm surges and coastal erosion can put areas several meters above normal sea level at risk. This may result in periodic or sustained flooding in areas that never planned for such events and overwhelm the facilities’ adaptive capacities. Emergency planning for the New York metropolitan region needs to now include reasonable probabilities of a Category III hurricane traveling west up Long Island Sound, an event that could create storm surges of up to 10 meters (over 30 feet), inundating lower Manhattan and the Newark Liberty International, John F. Kennedy International, and LaGuardia airports. Such a storm’s ripple effects would be felt economically by disrupting transportation and energy infrastructures, undoubtedly requiring a diversion of military resources.

Even inland bases are vulnerable to climate changes, particularly in the form of extreme heat events, which can limit large aircraft operations, or a base’s inability to directly impact the energy and water for operations. Public utilities are often responsible for providing water and energy to nearby military installations, yet long-range forecasts of environmental conditions may not be communicated adequately or integrated into the facilities’ strategic planning. The military installations around Colorado Springs, Colorado, for example, are substantially expanding, requiring greater investments from federal sources (e.g., the Bureau of Reclamation) in an effort to provide the city adequate water supplies to support the influx of military personnel and their dependents. Without resilient water supply systems, military bases and facilities would be left vulnerable to droughts.

It is more cost effective to identify and address such risks well in advance. Shifting environmental conditions raise questions concerning what sort of equipment and training is needed, where facilities should be placed or drawn down given emergent risks, and which commands should take responsibility for these decisions. The changes in environmental risks need to be considered in the larger, global context of stability. Rather than
waiting for conflicts or disasters to occur and then reacting, it is far better to identify those regions where environmental changes will impact existing tensions or create new and unique challenges that are not yet recognized in security planning. A perfect example is outlined below where, in equatorial South America, looming environmental change will create new risks and security challenges in a region that was previously thought to be relatively stable.

**Horizon Scanning for Instability**

The country of Peru (see map of Peru) provides one of the most compelling examples of a looming yet largely unrecognized environmental instability. This South American nation has experienced periodic insurgency over the years but has been viewed as relatively stable and, therefore, received far less attention from the security community than some of its neighbors (e.g., Columbia). Yet Peru’s dependence on glacier-fed water makes it highly vulnerable to climate change, in much the same way as Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile, and Brazil. Covering an area of 1.3 million km², Peru’s location between the Andes Mountains and South America’s west coast encompasses three major ecological regions: the coastal desert region west of the Andes, the tropical rain forest east of the Andes, and the cordilleras within the Andes. All are interlinked in the climate and hydrological cycle, where the existence of equatorial glaciers provides crucial reservoirs for precipitation. The Peruvian Andes contain 70 percent of the world’s equatorial glaciers, formations that are rapidly melting and predicted to nearly disappear in the next 20 years.

Peru relies on glacier-fed water for 80 percent of its water use, including agricultural, municipal, industrial, and energy. The 8 million inhabitants of Lima are almost entirely dependent on glacier water, while 2 million of those inhabitants have no reliable access to municipal utilities at all. Overall, 70 percent of Peru’s population lives in the coastal desert region that contains only 2 percent of Peru’s water sources. While some agricultural communities rely on rainwater for crops, a large number rely entirely on runoff from the Cordillera Blanca Mountain Range into the Rio Santa catchment area. Some modeling efforts demonstrate that many lower-altitude glaciers will completely disappear in the cordillera within the next 10 to 20 years, while others maintain that glaciers below 18,045 feet will completely disappear by 2015. Although the equatorial regions have experienced fewer temperature changes than the polar areas, even marginal shifts in ocean and air temperatures have greatly accelerated glacial melt. Western Latin America also experiences greater variability due to the El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) phenomenon, a warming/cooling cycle that creates more frequent and sudden heat transfers as ocean temperatures rise.\(^{39}\)

Given a fairly high-confidence environmental change, security scenarios are required to address what happens when the water disappears. Water loss affects the vulnerability of multiple, interconnected systems and
is a basic requirement of stability for ecological, agricultural, energy, and municipal systems. Security scenarios need to address how these systems may attempt to adapt, rather than assuming wholesale descent into conflict and violence. Given underlying environmental change in this particular scenario, one must ask:

- How much will agriculture be affected, and how dependent are Peru and its neighbors on this agricultural output for consumption and export?
- If water cannot be replaced in communities, where will people go? Will migration be local or long-distance, and what are the secondary effects on destination communities?
- How will energy production be affected and can substitutes be found?
- Will inability to provide water, energy, or food affect government legitimacy?
- What will the effect be on existing insurgency movements?
- How will water loss affect ecosystems, particularly rain forests east of the Andes?

In the simplest terms, Peru’s total water budget (which includes food and energy) will be affected. Although one can assume that security implications will arise, the impacted systems are too complex for simplistic assumptions of scarcity and conflict. As communities and states attempt to adapt to new conditions, potential conditions need to match with potential behaviors and resultant reactions. Vulnerabilities and adaptive strategies will be region-specific, and the identification of critical vulnerabilities and potential intervention points is key to effective strategic planning.

**Geopolitics and Response**

Other countries are already planning for such environmental change. Long-term planning regarding geostrategic shifts are evidenced in Chinese foreign policy as it applies to Africa and the small South Pacific island states, including securing mineral and resource rights. Development aid programs to other nations have assisted China in planning for climate and other environmental changes, often well in advance of other nations. China has been singularly successful in anticipating geopolitical shifts. As an example, China has reportedly been working on contracting “Atlantis rights” for minerals and other resources within the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) of several small island states. This means that if and when such states disappear as sea levels rise, the rights revert to China. This could potentially result in Chinese resource domination of large areas of the Pacific—a scenario that is only possible because of looming climate
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change. Advanced planning will pay large dividends to Chinese foreign policy. The earlier examples of buying and leasing land for food security also have the possibility of reshaping economic and political relations as environmental conditions evolve, leaving some areas much more vulnerable and potentially overwhelming those that are either not prepared or lack adequate resources to counter such effects.

In July 2010, the DOD signed a memorandum of understanding with the US Department of Energy (DOE) to strengthen cooperation in areas of research and technology for energy efficiency and grid security. The DOD has taken a number of steps to increase energy security and efficiency, but as with earlier DOE warnings, the focus needs to be broader than technology investments. Absent adequate foresight and planning, determining which technology investments are worthwhile can be difficult. What one should focus on is investment planning. The pace of scientific research and environmental change is such that one cannot wait for security risks to become obvious or scientific data to percolate from researchers through the IPCC to the media and then to policymakers. Without adequate and timely information related to potential risks and resource allocation, policy will likely be reactive, and planning will only assess risks according to historical experience and conditions.

Scenario planning can suffer from experiential biases, where well-established knowledge of past events guides how we perceive the future. What do we not understand yet and what possible limitations exist? Where are we exploring for evidence of risks? And are there potential risks that we either do not understand well or to which we are blind, possibly because we are focused elsewhere? Humanitarian crises related to environmental change are often ignored until it is too late for effective intervention by security forces. Proper use of planning scenarios requires identifying key intervention points in advance of violence or instability. This is necessary to either mitigate such instability or develop reaction capabilities. As the United States and other military powers advance where future natural disasters, population displacements, and instability might arise, they can take appropriate measures to mitigate such events in advance. The most effective and least costly military operations are ones that never take place.

Policy-makers may wish to acknowledge the complexity of environmental and energy effects on security but, in recognizing, these potential impacts, invest in early warning capabilities that emphasize data sharing between scientists and other risk assessors. Such visions have been articulated in defense planning for the US Quadrennial Defense Review and NATO’s Strategic Concept and could rapidly be put into practice given
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tools already available. Due to past practices and bureaucratic stovepipes, implementation is limited more by initiative and imagination than actual resources. Evidence of climate and its environmental impact will become more obvious in coming years, but what those changes mean in terms of international and domestic security requires a greater number of skilled and effective translators. The past is unlikely to be our future.
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22. Stanley Sienkiewicz, “Observations on the Impact of Uncertainty in Strategic Analysis,” *World Politics* 32, no. 1 (Oct. 1979): 90-110. As an analogy, during the Cold War US security planners tended to assume greater range and accuracy of Soviet ballistic missiles than may have been the case, even though this acknowledged greater uncertainty in terms of where targets may exist and thus complicated planning. Likewise today, antiterrorism policies assume the need for precaution on less than complete information of potential attacks, to the extent of randomly screening people based merely on their potential to cause harm. When knowledge is incomplete, focusing on only those areas that are well understood will inevitably result in surprises, but there are admitted differences in political acceptability of respective security policies.
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